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UPS, AVR&OTHERS

 KS C 4310 certification
 ISO/KS A 9001 certification for quality management system
 Manufacturer of high efficiency equipment
 "Q" Mark quality certification
 CE certification
 Certificated to safety management of power supply equipment 
 Qualified for state-led electrical construction
 A member of Public Procurement Service
 Production liability insurance
 A registered trading company
 A promising mid- and small sized corporation 
 Qualified for supplying equipment to the Ministry of Defense 
 Quality and environment management certifications 
 Certified to direct manufacturing

certification for quality management systems
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Company history
Jul.  1979. Founded Taijin Machinery 

Nov. 1983. Developed automatic voltage regulator(AVR) (TCR)
Oct. 1985.  Incorporated as Taijin Electricity Co 
                  Developed uninterrupted power system 
                  (UPS)(ACE HIGH)
Nov.           Registered the plant with the Yangju-gun office (No. 562)
Jan. 1986. Developed automatic voltage regulator (Stability: ±0.2% )
                  AprEstablished quality management system
                 (standardization and quality assurance)
Apr. 1987. Obtained permission to manufacture of electrical systems 
                  (Gyeonggi-do 3-5-87)
Jul.             Joined the Korea Electrical Industry Association 
                  Opened Busan office
                  Registered the format  of TCR (AVR)
Mar. 1988. Applied for a design patent
                  Opened Gwangju Office 
May.           Designated as a promising enterprise by Small-and mid-sized 
                  Enterprise Promotion Agency
June.          In-house quality management contest
Oct.            Obtained utility model protection for uninterrupted AVR
Nov.            Registered the trademark (Taijin)
Apr. 1989.  Obtained "Q" Mark 
                   Developed UPS (3   GPS 300KVA)
Oct.            Joined the Korea International Trade Association
Nov.           Registered all the formats  of AVRs developed 

Jan. 1990. Obtained utility model protection for AVR (TCR circuit)
                  Developed UPS (noise-free GFT)
May.          Joined Korea Electrical Industry Promotion Agency 
Sept.          Registered as a supplier of the Ministry of Defense
Oct.           Introduced a computerized work process  
Dec.           Received award for accident-free operation 
Jan. 1991.  Appointed as a committee member of Korea Electrical 
                 Industry Promotion Agency
                 Registered as a bidder for state-run electrical construction work       
Feb.           Received the Export award 
                 Received an appreciation plaque from Chohung Bank
May.          Relocated Busan Office
Jul.            Developed UPS (TRS type) 
                 Registered trademark for GPS-GFT
Sept.          Received an appreciation plaque from Korea Electric & 
                 Electronics Testing Inspector 
                 Received an award in the small-and mid-sized corporation 
                 performance contest
Dec.           Attended luncheon party held by the President of South Korea 
                 for outstanding enterprises
Feb.          Joined Korea Electrical Product Safety Management Association
                 Registered as a bidder at Public Procurement Service
Mar.          Registered for "R" level of quality assurance 
Apr.           Received an award for contribution to exports
                 Obtained a quality level for UPS  
                 Obtained utility model protection for UPS
May.          Completed a R&D center
Jun.           Joined Korea Industry, technology Promotion Association
Jul. 1993.  Registered as a bidder for the establishment of computer 
                 network in national defense bodies
                 Registered trademark for TRS and design patent for UPS
Aug.          Received an award for accident-free performance 
                 Developed inverters for solar power   

Dec.             Received an award for outstanding performance 
                   Joined Korea Telecom Industry Association
Feb.  1994. Obtained ISO 9002 certification
Mar.            Joined Korea Electronic Industry Promotion Agency       
Dec.             Received an award for outstanding performance
Jan.  1995.  Received an appreciation plaque for contribution to 
                    developing power systems
Feb.             Adopted state-led guidelines for technological advancement  
May.            Obtained ISO/KSA-9001 certifications
Jun.             Selected as a developer of rectifier used for RSS 
                   (48V 50A 12 units in parallel)  
Feb. 1996.   Received an award for outstanding member role at Korea 
                   Electrical Industry Association  
Mar.            Selected as a candidate for structural reform recommended 
                   by the Small- and Mid-sized Enterprise Promotion Agency
Sept.            Received an award for accident-free operation
Jan. 1997.  Obtained "EQ" Mark for quality accreditation
                   Developed UPS mounted with VAS function for the first time
May.            Relocated Busan office
Jun.             Relocated the plant to Yanju-gun
Aug.            Selected as developer of next-generation rectifier
Sept.           Selected as a supplier of power system to state-run power 
                   supplier (KEPCO) (800MW R level)
May. 1998.  Received an award for contribution to subway system 
                    construction in Daegu
Jul.              Selected as a technological leader 
Feb. 1999.  Registered as a supplier of the Marine Force Headquarter
                   Registered with UPS inspection control program 
Jun.             Selected as a venture/patent technology developer  
Nov.            Selected as an equipment constructor for Korea Gas 
                   CorpRegistered as a supplier of KEPCO for talking UPS

Jan.  2000.  Obtained "EQ" Mark certification for quality 
Mar.             Selected as one of best suppliers of Public Procurement
                    Service
Oct.             Certified to high efficiency of UPS
Jan. 2001.   Renewed as a venture/patent technology developer 
                   Registered as a supplier of the Ministry of Defense
Nov. 2002.  Relocated the plant to Yonghyun Industrial Complex
Mar. 2003.  Renamed Taijin Tech Co Ltd
Mar. 2004.  Subscribed product liability insurance 
May. 2005. Obtained ISO14001 environment management certification
Jun. 2005.  Obtained AVR/UPS CE certification 
Feb. 2006.  Designated as a clean business establishment
Sept.           Selected as a promising small and mid-sized enterprise
Dec.            Developed TSR using apyrexia circuit 
                   Developed a prototype of 300KVA AVR for patent 
Jan. 2007.  Obtained Certificates of Direct Manufacturing
Feb.            Certificate of small and mid-sized enterprise
                   Certificate of women led enterprise
Aug.            Registered trademark for TSR
Jan. 2008.  Signed a contract for multiple award schedule 
Mar. 2009. Applied for patent of parallel UPS built sharing the load 
Jan. 2010.  Selected as the best supplier in customer satisfaction survey 
                  conducted as part of the 2009 multiple award schedule
Mar.            Registered design of each UPS model  
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E-mail taijin@taijin.net
from all of the employees of Taijin Tech Co Ltd

In today's highly advanced information world, the importance of power supply equipment becomes more promi-
nent as it constitutes an essential part of computer-based systems. Quality and safety of power supply equipment 
are therefore crucial. Taijin Tech Co Ltd manufactures power supply equipment based on its technological 
excellence and proven performance over the last three decades. Taijin Tech obtained the "Q" Mark quality 
certification in 1989 for the first time in the industry and KS certification later for quality management. As part of the 
effort to boost its competitiveness in  a globalized era, Taijin Tech also obtained ISO-9001 and CE certifications. 
By dedicating its effort to producing better power supply equipment, Taijin Tech has gained a solid recognition in 
the local market. Its  TCR and TSR are among the most widely used automatic voltage regulators. Taijin Tech 
built its latest uninterrupted power system on IGBT modules for the first time and achieved noise-free, high 
efficiency and high reliability in the system. Demand for this UPS system is rapidly growing. Taijin Tech believes 
that it cannot achieve continuous growth without support and help from its customers. The company will step up 
its efforts to offer more competitive products at more affordable price as a way of seeking mutual growth with its 
customers. Meanwhile, your continuing support and help would be always appreciated. Thank you.  

Greeting

Quality/Environment Management Certification
Quality Management   Customer Satisfaction   Quality Assurance
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GPS-501 Type
This 3 Phase UPS system is designed with IGBT digital control. It does not make noise. 
Its operating status is easily identified on the LCD panel even in darkness. 

GPS-501 Type is a highly capable and functional UPS. 
It also has an easy-to-view  LCD display providing its operating status information.

3 Phase UPS 

Front logic panel and operating status of each component

This UPS system is manufactured with a make-before-break transfer switch and IGBT 
technology. 
Its input rectifier is composed of 6 Pulse. Its inverter is designed to control the load rate 
on each phase with operating frequency of 20㎑. The system therefore provides low 
noise, at the same time, strong load protection. 
When the inverter is stopped, its output turns into the bypass, and the make-before-break 
transfer switch supplies power to allow load to continue operating.This maintenance 
operation is detected by the microprocessor and automatically stored. Operating status of 
each component is easily identified on the logic panel. Also, other information such as 
voltage, current and frequency is checked on the LCD touch screen.    

Outline

IGBT semiconductors (20㎑)
Deviation is minimized with unbalanced load 
Easy to operate and monitor
Either 6 Pulse rectifier or 12 Pulse rectifier can be chosen
Online UPS
Constant voltage and frequency and sine wave are supplied
Multiple protection and control functions
LCD display
Maintenance repair function is mounted
Abnormal message is automatically stored and confirmed

Features

GPS-501Ⓡ TYPE
3phase 10KVA~400KVA level

(Photo 3   50KVA)

GPS-501Ⓡ TYPE
(Photo 3   50KVA)
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GPS

GPS  

Possible power troubles

An UPS is designed to supply high quality AC power without being interrupted by main power failure, voltage change, noise 
and frequency fluctuation. Manufacturing UPS systems requires a much higher level of technology expertise and experi-
ence, compared to AVRs. It is therefore important to be considerate when choosing an UPS system.    

Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) system

Cutting-edge online uninterruptible power supply system 
Unit capacity 3   600KVA with parallel connection capacity of up to 8 units

3 Phase UPS system

This UPS is built with IGBT high speed power elements and controlled by a 
PWM. Its function is featured on the front logic LCD panel, making it easy to 
monitor the operating status of the system. 
This cutting-edge UPS system, built on digital circuits with integrated technolo-
gy, combines an  inverter unit, auto charger, static, control unit.
The system proves highly effective in performing overload switch, excessive 
responses, noise, transfer switch and unbalanced load.

Capacity can be extended to 4,800KVA in parallel operation

Response speed

Response to sudden surge in load (0 - 100%)

Noise voltage fluctuation frequency fluctuation momentary power failture Surge

Applications of UPS system
Computer power

Measurement  analyzing equipment

Photo engraver   printer

Industrial measurement system

C.T   medical devices   X-ray system

Various industrial equipment (welding machine, machine tools, wire cutter, etc) 

Quality control at production line

NC machinery    MC robot

System control

Electronic medical equipment(ME)DYD

Research   lab optical devices

Testing   inspecting

Broadcasting equipment

Telecommunication data equipment

CAD System

When the input and output voltages significantly differ from the ground wire on each phase, a shield transformer is definitely required. 

Note for orders  
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Display

- Micro processor 
- Monitoring

Weight
(Kg)Hight

1300 350
1300 430
1425 530
1425 580
1560 680

(KVA)
Dimension Weight

(Kg)Width Depth Hight
75 870 1100 1860 880
100 870 1100 1860 1100
150 1000 1400 2000 1400
200 1000 1400 2000 1800

GPS-502 Type
Unmanned management system which utilizes communication,
UPS operation management of MODEM communication function

The basic operation mode of UPS is the same as GPS-501 Type. If the customer installs 

GPS-502 Model, he will be able to do monitoring work on LCD window based on the various 

key-touch systems and to check the operation condition as well. It enables the customer to 

monitor the operating condition of UPS promptly on his own computer at a long distance from the 

customer management center (A/S) of TAIJIN Tech Co., Ltd. and to maintain the normal 

operation between the customer and A/S center by immediately indentifying and resolving any 

troubles with UPS. It is a 3-phase uninterruptible power supply system to ensure a stable 

operation by supplying clean and high-quality power to the equipments the customer uses.

Summary

current and frequency
 and current

nt data
, current and frequency

Displaying 19 different alarm signals 
regarding abnormal operation
Automatic dialing alarm

LCD DISPLAY PANEL

dimension shown above is subject to change without notice for the improvement of the product quality.

Capacity

n condition of each part

r
witch

Input of commercial power
Display of overload
Operation of rectifier
Display of battery voltage

Supply of output power
Synchronization

RS 232/C
Uninterrupted switching mode
Easier operation management because of logic based on LCD

LCD Display
Providing software
Storing the data of over 100 history
Digital Control

Remote controlling and operating

Remote control and monitor
Monitoring the operation of UPS on PC by using RS 232/C
Controlling UPS via telecommunication by using modem and managing the equipments by
the output of their operation history
Network management function (SNMP)

Dial Modem Function
Auto dialing
Automatically redialing when the manager’s line is busy (telephone)
Automatic calling (equipped with paging function) (ordinary phone/cellular phone/
pager/e-mail transmission text message and paging function)

Features

GPS-502Ⓡ TYPE
3   10KVA~3   200KVA level

(Photo 3   100KVA)
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Information available on push buttons

10K~30KVA 40K~75KVA 100K~150KVA 200K~250KVA 300K~400KVA
Input specification

264V DC 396V DC

2%

85% 90%

Capacity(VA)

The case size can be changed to a new design 
in the process of continuous improvement.

Specifications 

In case of Main-2
    Main-2 is commercial power in which AC power is supplied to the rectifier, 
   and AC power is converted to DC voltage by the rectifier to charge the   
   battery for emergency power. 
   The inverter is equipped with a full bridge and capable of controlling 
   detection on each phase. Voltage deviation is not caused by unbalanced 
   loads as a result.  

In case of Main-1 
   The bypass supply is used as emergency power to protect load during  
   early operation or when equipment has broken. But it is not subject to 
   compensation in the event of power outage. 

EMERGENCY S/W
   When the inverter is broken, this system is designed to perform the 
   maintenance function without curtailing power flow to the load 

In case of overloading and inverter breakdown
   Overloading eventually stops the operation of the inverter, and the  
   make-before-break bypass switch will automatically transfer the load.
   The automatic switch transfers the load to Main 1 during inverter failure.      
   The inverter will automatically return to normal operation after the system 
   has recovered from overload.

Display Panel
    Operating state of the system is indicated on the LCD panel. The panel also 
    has the inverter's on/off switch  
    Automatic rectifier     Transfer switch      Batteries     3 Phase inverter
    LCD Display       Maintenance repair 

Input power supply              Rectifier operation     Inverter operation       Equipment failure
Commercial power supply    Synchronization        Maintenance repair

Operation Outline

GPS-501 Composition
GPS-501Type
   UPS + Battery + Charger case +LCD

Input voltage, current, frequency         Switching  the UPS on and off 
Output voltage, current, frequency      Battery voltage, current check checking  
Over 100 information is available 

Operating state of each system component

 Phase

 Phase

3 phase 4 line

3 phase 4 line

3 phase 4 line

380V AC±10%(standard)

380V AC(standard)

460㎐ ±5%
Voltage

Frequency

Frequency

DC voltage

Output specifications

Stability

 Phase

Voltage

Wave form Sine wave
Control method IGBT(PWM control)
Distortion factor ±3%(in lenear loading)
Power factor

Transfer time

0.8(above ground)
Overload capacity

Overload capacity

125% - 10 min / 150% - 1 min
Noise below55㏈ below65㏈ below60㏈ below70㏈ below75㏈ 

Load 
balance

Load rate 50% - 2%
Load rate 100% - 3%

Efficiency

Transfer

Transfer 
criteria 

60㎐
150% - 1 min
less than 4㎳ 

Low voltage in batteries/overload/
excessive temperature/equipment failure/manually turn-off

Functions

Circuit breaker Input/Output/Battery/Bypass/Maintenance 

Information
 indicated

Input, output voltage/current/frequency, charger voltage, inverter 
ON/OFF, history of warning/stop system and history of breakdown 

Case

Size
(W×D×H)

600*700
*1400

800*700
*1400

1000*850
*1700

1600*1000
*1800

2000*1000
*1900

RECTIFYING STABILIZING

ING

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

Normal conditionWhen power fails Emergency case

Operation Diagram 
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Display

- Micro processor 
- Monitoring

(KVA)
Dimension Weight

(Kg)Width Depth Hight
10 670 770 1300 350
20 670 770 1300 430
30 720 810 1425 530
40 720 810 1425 580
50 800 900 1560 680

(KVA)
Dimension Weight

(Kg)Width Depth Hight
75 870 1100 1860 880
100 870 1100 1860 1100
150 1000 1400 2000 1400
200 1000 1400 2000 1800

GPS-502 Type
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troubles with UPS. It is a 3-phase uninterruptible power supply system to ensure a stable 

operation by supplying clean and high-quality power to the equipments the customer uses.

Summary

Checking the input voltage, current and frequency
Checking the battery voltage and current
Memorizing over 100 different data
Checking the output voltage, current and frequency

Displaying 19 different alarm signals 
regarding abnormal operation
Automatic dialing alarm

LCD DISPLAY PANEL

Standard Dimension

Outer dimension shown above is subject to change without notice for the improvement of the product quality.

Capacity Capacity

Displaying the operation condition of each part
Supply of input power
Operation of inverter
Supply of commercial power
Operation of maintenance switch

Input of commercial power
Display of overload
Operation of rectifier
Display of battery voltage

Supply of output power
Synchronization

RS 232/C
Uninterrupted switching mode
Easier operation management because of logic based on LCD

LCD Display
Providing software
Storing the data of over 100 history
Digital Control

Remote controlling and operating

Remote control and monitor
Monitoring the operation of UPS on PC by using RS 232/C
Controlling UPS via telecommunication by using modem and managing the equipments by
the output of their operation history
Network management function (SNMP)

Dial Modem Function
Auto dialing
Automatically redialing when the manager’s line is busy (telephone)
Automatic calling (equipped with paging function) (ordinary phone/cellular phone/
pager/e-mail transmission text message and paging function)

Features
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(Photo 3   100KVA)
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   The bypass supply is used as emergency power to protect load during  
   early operation or when equipment has broken. But it is not subject to 
   compensation in the event of power outage. 

EMERGENCY S/W
   When the inverter is broken, this system is designed to perform the 
   maintenance function without curtailing power flow to the load 

In case of overloading and inverter breakdown
   Overloading eventually stops the operation of the inverter, and the  
   make-before-break bypass switch will automatically transfer the load.
   The automatic switch transfers the load to Main 1 during inverter failure.      
   The inverter will automatically return to normal operation after the system 
   has recovered from overload.

Display Panel
    Operating state of the system is indicated on the LCD panel. The panel also 
    has the inverter's on/off switch  
    Automatic rectifier     Transfer switch      Batteries     3 Phase inverter
    LCD Display       Maintenance repair 

Input power supply              Rectifier operation     Inverter operation       Equipment failure
Commercial power supply    Synchronization        Maintenance repair

Operation Outline

GPS-501 Composition
GPS-501Type
   UPS + Battery + Charger case +LCD

Input voltage, current, frequency         Switching  the UPS on and off 
Output voltage, current, frequency      Battery voltage, current check checking  
Over 100 information is available 

Operating state of each system component

 Phase

 Phase

3 phase 4 line

3 phase 4 line

3 phase 4 line

380V AC±10%(standard)

380V AC(standard)

460㎐ ±5%
Voltage

Frequency

Frequency

DC voltage

Output specifications

Stability

 Phase

Voltage

Wave form Sine wave
Control method IGBT(PWM control)
Distortion factor ±3%(in lenear loading)
Power factor

Transfer time

0.8(above ground)
Overload capacity

Overload capacity

125% - 10 min / 150% - 1 min
Noise below55㏈ below65㏈ below60㏈ below70㏈ below75㏈ 

Load 
balance

Load rate 50% - 2%
Load rate 100% - 3%

Efficiency

Transfer

Transfer 
criteria 

60㎐
150% - 1 min
less than 4㎳ 

Low voltage in batteries/overload/
excessive temperature/equipment failure/manually turn-off

Functions

Circuit breaker Input/Output/Battery/Bypa

Information
 indicated

Input, output voltage/current/frequenc
ON/OFF, history of warning/stop syste

Case

Size
(W×D×H)

600*700
*1400

800*700
*1400

1000*850
*1700

RECTIFYING STABILIZING

ING

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

Normal conditionWhen power fails Emergency case

Operation Diagram 
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IES
0KVA~200KVA) GPS-702(150KVA~600KVA)

LOGIC PANEL

s

GPS-700 Type

Summary

Switching time in case of on-line power failure: 0 second

Constant voltage, flat frequency, sine wave

Protecting the equipments by the uninterruptible type static S/W which is built in

IGBT element and Digital control type

Network management function (SNMP)

Parallel operation is possible (Standby parallel operation type)

Indicating the battery level when it is discharged

Storing the message automatically (output is possible-PC)

Check the voltage, current, frequency of each section on LCD

* Option: SNMP function should be purchased separately

Inverter ON/OFF
Measurement of rectifying section
Stop alarm

Menu selection
Scroll (up, down) selection

Manual switching
Enter

By pass power supply
Commercial power Normal
Inverter supply

Battery OK
Rectifier Normal
Battery charging/discharging level indication

Inverter Normal
Load level indication

UPS that effectively functions to protect the power source in all IGBT or Digital mode 
Large capacity is realized by the adoption of IGBT

3-phase uninterruptible power supply system 

that employs LCD mode

This product is made up of the inverter and rectifier, for which ALL IGBT mode is introduced. 

The inverter, equipped with various protection functions, supplies a stable, precise and high-quality 

AC power to the equipments. Thanks to the uninterrupted switching S/W of high performance and 

high reliability, it protects the equipments by automatically switching to the emergency power if the 

inverter fails to work due to some reasons. An instrument panel is located at the front with LCD 

screen, on which you can check various functions and history status etc. Parallel operation is 

possible when the capacity is increased.

Indication Lamp

Features

GPS-702Ⓡ TYPE
3   10KVA~3   200KVA level

(Photo 3   100KVA)

GPS-701Ⓡ TYPE
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VOICE Alarm

GPS-502 V Type

Voice Alarm is a device to inform the operator of the alarm or condition of UPS system with 

a voice. Voice Alarm is a product that is intended to satisfy the customer’s needs with its 

reliability, quality and various options by utilizing a micro processor.

As the conventional type of products employs VFD, LED or LCD, the operator must be 

present at the site and check with his own eyes if he wants to know the alarms from UPS. 

Voice Alarm is introduced to get rid of this inconvenience. The type of voice message or its 

contents can be changed according to the needs of the operator. Four different messages 

can be issued with the basic specification currently available but they can be changed or 

other type of alarms can be added when required by the customer.

VAS-UPS that indicates 
the operation status with a voice

The 3-phase uninterruptible power supply system with a voice alarm function has a micro 

processor of CPU-mounted circuit on its front panel and large-sized LCD screen, which 

enables the operator to check the operation condition of the equipments clearly even in a 

dark place and to identify the problems with UPS when he hears the voice alarm because it is 

equipped with Voice Alarm System (VAS).

GPS-502 V Type Voice alarming function  

Description on its working

Features

Four basic alarms are as follows. 
The table below shows the basic alarms and the meaning of its voice message.

Type of Alarm and its Description

Type of alarm  Contents of message

by pass

Power failure

Abnormal voltage 
of the battery 

Inverter failure

Now in by pass operation,
 please turn on UPS

Power is gone. 
Please take necessary measures

The battery voltage is low. 
Please backup the data.

UPS has broken down. Please contact A/S team of 
TAIJIN Tech Co., Ltd. Tel number is 031-852-9111

Almost no noise (IGBT device)
Very little voltage deviation even for unbalanced load
Beautiful design and able to check the operation status
Able to check the communication of dial modem
Constant voltage, flat frequency, sine wave
Digital controlling of all the circuits
SNMP option (the functions are described
in page 17) – to be purchased separately

Able to check RS-232(422) remote control 
Operation of the automatic cooling fan
Strong against the overload
Uninterrupted switching in case of 
commercial power failure
Multifunctional protection circuit and control 
VAS (Voice Alarm System)
Capacity of manufacture: 3Ø 10KVA∼200KVA

GPS-502Ⓡ V TYPE
3  10KVA~200KVA level
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GPS-700 SERIES
GPS-701(10KVA~200KVA) GPS-702(150KVA~600KVA)

LOGIC PANEL

KEY Functions

GPS-700 Type

Summary

Switching time in case of on-line power failure: 0 second

Constant voltage, flat frequency, sine wave

Protecting the equipments by the uninterruptible type static S/W which is built in

IGBT element and Digital control type

Network management function (SNMP)

Parallel operation is possible (Standby parallel operation type)

Indicating the battery level when it is discharged

Storing the message automatically (output is possible-PC)

Check the voltage, current, frequency of each section on LCD

* Option: SNMP function should be purchased separately

Inverter ON/OFF
Measurement of rectifying section
Stop alarm

Menu selection
Scroll (up, down) selection

Manual switching
Enter

By pass power supply
Commercial power Normal
Inverter supply

Battery OK
Rectifier Normal
Battery charging/discharging level indication

Inverter Normal
Load level indication

UPS that effectively functions to protect the power source in all IGBT or Digital mode 
Large capacity is realized by the adoption of IGBT

3-phase uninterruptible power supply system 

that employs LCD mode

This product is made up of the inverter and rectifier, for which ALL IGBT mode is introduced. 

The inverter, equipped with various protection functions, supplies a stable, precise and high-quality 

AC power to the equipments. Thanks to the uninterrupted switching S/W of high performance and 

high reliability, it protects the equipments by automatically switching to the emergency power if the 

inverter fails to work due to some reasons. An instrument panel is located at the front with LCD 

screen, on which you can check various functions and history status etc. Parallel operation is 

possible when the capacity is increased.

Indication Lamp

Features

GPS-702Ⓡ TYPE
3   10KVA~3   200KVA level

(Photo 3   100KVA)

GPS-701Ⓡ TYPE
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VOICE Alarm

GPS-502 V Type

Voice Alarm is a device to inform the operator of the alarm or condition of UPS system with 

a voice. Voice Alarm is a product that is intended to satisfy the customer’s needs with its 

reliability, quality and various options by utilizing a micro processor.

As the conventional type of products employs VFD, LED or LCD, the operator must be 

present at the site and check with his own eyes if he wants to know the alarms from UPS. 

Voice Alarm is introduced to get rid of this inconvenience. The type of voice message or its 

contents can be changed according to the needs of the operator. Four different messages 

can be issued with the basic specification currently available but they can be changed or 

other type of alarms can be added when required by the customer.

VAS-UPS that indicates 
the operation status with a voice

The 3-phase uninterruptible power supply system with a voice alarm function has a micro 

processor of CPU-mounted circuit on its front panel and large-sized LCD screen, which 

enables the operator to check the operation condition of the equipments clearly even in a 

dark place and to identify the problems with UPS when he hears the voice alarm because it is 

equipped with Voice Alarm System (VAS).

GPS-502 V Type Voice alarming function  

Description on its working

Features

Four basic alarms are as follows. 
The table below shows the basic alarms and the meaning of its voice message.

Type of Alarm and its Description

Type of alarm  Contents of message

by pass

Power failure

Abnormal voltage 
of the battery 

Inverter failure

Now in by pass operation,
 please turn on UPS

Power is gone. 
Please take necessary measures

The battery voltage is low. 
Please backup the data.

UPS has broken down. Please contact A/S team of 
TAIJIN Tech Co., Ltd. Tel number is 031-852-9111

Almost no noise (IGBT device)
Very little voltage deviation even for unbalanced load
Beautiful design and able to check the operation status
Able to check the communication of dial modem
Constant voltage, flat frequency, sine wave
Digital controlling of all the circuits
SNMP option (the functions are described
in page 17) – to be purchased separately

Able to check RS-232(422) remote control 
Operation of the automatic cooling fan
Strong against the overload
Uninterrupted switching in case of 
commercial power failure
Multifunctional protection circuit and control 
VAS (Voice Alarm System)
Capacity of manufacture: 3Ø 10KVA∼200KVA

GPS-502Ⓡ V TYPE
3  10KVA~200KVA level
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10K~15KVA 20K~30KVA 40K~50KVA

210V DC 264V DC

2%

below 65dB 
85% 

Display Functions
On-line type
Pager function (TRS 800)
Output of constant voltage, 
flat frequency and sine wave
Auto shut-down function
Digital control type
Protection device against overload

Green Model function (TRS 800)
Network telemonitoring
Automatic storing function of UPS history
Auto fan driving type
Maintenance devices are built in

Operation Diagram 

RECTIFYING

CHARGING

STABILIZING

ING

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

Normal conditionWhen power fails Emergency case

*Note: you have to select when you purchased the model
because the specification and dimension of all the models are included

Protection Function of TRS Type
Protection against the input overvoltage and low-voltage

Buzzer alarm, shut off the incoming voltage and protect the equipment

the output over-current
with static action when the current exceeds 

wer output

hen the current returns to the normal load, 

er output

excessively high temperature
r to By Pass when the temperature becomes excessively high 

own of the fan

r to By Pass when the temperature of the semiconductor parts 

exceeds 80℃ 

Protection of the battery
Precision is enhanced by using SMPS in the charging section

Prevent overcharging with constant voltage, constant current charging 

Prevent overcharging with DC low monitoring device

Protection against output overvoltage and low-voltage
Switching to By Pass when the output voltage changes more than ±10% 

from the rated voltage because of the breakdown or abnormal functioning of the inverter

Remote Controlling by using Dial Modem communication
Features

Remote Control and Monitoring Function
Monitoring and controlling the operation of UPS on PC by means of  RS 232/C

Monitoring UPS by tele-communication by means of Modem

Network management (SMPS)

Dial Model Function
Auto dialing 

Redialing automatically when the manager’s line is busy (telephone)

Automatic paging (pager function is built in)

(ordinary telephone/cellular phone/pager/e-mail transmission text message and paging function)

Display Function
Checking input voltage, current and frequency

Turning on UPS

Checking output voltage, current and frequency

Turning off UPS

Checking battery voltage and current

Indicating overload

Displaying 17 different messages of abnormality

Memorizing over 100 data of abnormality

Specifications 

1 phase 2 line
220V AC±10%(standard)

1 phase 2 line
220V AC(standard)

60㎐ ±5%

1 phase 2 line
60㎐

 Phase

Voltage
Frequency

DC voltage

Sine wave
IGBT(PWM control)

±3%(in lenear loading)
0.8(above ground)

125% - 10 min / 150% - 1 min

Stability

 Phase

Voltage

Wave form

Control method

Distortion factor

Power factor

Overload capacity

Noise
Efficiency

150% - 1 min
less than 4㎳ 

Low voltage in batteries/overload/
excessive temperature/equipment failure/manually turn-off

Output specifications

Transfer

Functions

 Phase

Frequency

Transfer time

Overload capacity

Transfer 
criteria 

Circuit breaker

Information
 indicated

Input, output voltage/current/frequency, charger voltage, inverter 
ON/OFF, history of warning/stop system and history of breakdown 

Capacity(VA)
Input specification

Input/Output/Battery/Bypass/Maintenance 
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TRS Type
Enhancing the functionality of TRS TYPE

TRS series is a synchronized switching type uninterruptible power supply system. The inverter 

which employs IGBT, the cutting-edge element, has the range of control of the frequency over 

20KHz and functions to make an uninterrupted switching in a synchronized way when fault or 

overload or irregularity of load happens (can withstand load short circuit). 

It is a cutting-edge circuit that has the function of shutting down the system when the short circuit of 

load and the like is not avoided.

This type of control has dramatically improved the problems the other types of UPS usually have 

which include synchronized switching, noise, momentary power failure, low efficiency and unstable 

voltage.

This UPS has several types of product; TRS 100, TRS 502, TRS 701, TRS 800

The product is composed of converter, battery charger, inverter, filter, base driver, static switch and 

main control PCB. Its PWM control range is over 20 KHz and produces almost no noise and has a 

high efficiency thanks to the SMPS design of the charging section and has the feature of static 

function in the high frequency PWM control.

It has the features of constant voltage, sine wave and flat frequency and fault is indicated on LED 

and the cooling fan operates depending on the level of the temperature.

The front panel can be manufactured in digital type, LCD (micro processor) type or FND type 

according to the user’s requirement. It is relatively compact compared to the other products of same 

capacity, almost noiseless and easy to install in a narrow space.

Summary

Features

TRS single phase uninterruptible power supply system
The noiseless, cutting-edge UPS that enables the synchronized switching 
by utilizing the IGBT elements for the first time in Korea

TRS-502Ⓡ TYPE TRS-800Ⓡ TYPE TRS-701Ⓡ TYPE
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10K~15KVA 20K~30KVA 40K~50KVA

210V DC 264V DC

2%

below 65dB 
85% 

Display Functions
On-line type
Pager function (TRS 800)
Output of constant voltage, 
flat frequency and sine wave
Auto shut-down function
Digital control type
Protection device against overload

Green Model function (TRS 800)
Network telemonitoring
Automatic storing function of UPS history
Auto fan driving type
Maintenance devices are built in

Operation Diagram 

RECTIFYING

CHARGING

STABILIZING

ING

OUTPUT VOLTAGE

Normal conditionWhen power fails Emergency case

*Note: you have to select when you purchased the model
because the specification and dimension of all the models are included

Protection Function of TRS Type
Protection against the input overvoltage and low-voltage

Buzzer alarm, shut off the incoming voltage and protect the equipment

Protection against the output over-current
Switching to By Pass with static action when the current exceeds 

120 % of the rated power output

Switching to inverter when the current returns to the normal load, 

100% of the rated power output

Protection against excessively high temperature
Switching from inverter to By Pass when the temperature becomes excessively high 

because of the breakdown of the fan

Switching from inverter to By Pass when the temperature of the semiconductor parts 

exceeds 80℃ 

Protection of the battery
Precision is enhanced by using SMPS in the charging section

Prevent overcharging with constant voltage, constant current charging 

Prevent overcharging with DC low monitoring device

Protection against output overvoltage and low-voltage
Switching to By Pass when the output voltage changes more than ±10% 

from the rated voltage because of the breakdown or abnormal functioning of the inverter

Remote Controlling by using Dial Modem communication
Features

Remote Control and Monitoring Function
Monitoring and controlling the operation of UPS on PC by means of  RS 232/C

Monitoring UPS by tele-communication by means of Modem

Network management (SMPS)

Dial Model Function
Auto dialing 

Redialing automatically when the manager’s line is busy (telephone)

Automatic paging (pager function is built in)

(ordinary telephone/cellular phone/pager/e-mail transmission text message and paging function)

Display Function
Checking input voltage, current and frequency

Turning on UPS

Checking output voltage, current and frequency

Turning off UPS

Checking battery voltage and current

Indicating overload

Displaying 17 different messages of abnormality

Memorizing over 100 data of abnormality

Specifications 

1 phase 2 line
220V AC±10%(standard)

1 phase 2 line
220V AC(standard)

60㎐ ±5%

1 phase 2 line
60㎐

 Phase

Voltage
Frequency

DC voltage

Sine wave
IGBT(PWM control)

±3%(in lenear loading)
0.8(above ground)

125% - 10 min / 150% - 1 min

Stability

 Phase

Voltage

Wave form

Control method

Distortion factor

Power factor

Overload capacity

Noise
Efficiency

150% - 1 min
less than 4㎳ 

Low voltage in batteries/overload/
excessive temperature/equipment failure/manually turn-off

Output specifications

Transfer

Functions

 Phase

Frequency

Transfer time

Overload capacity

Transfer 
criteria 

Circuit breaker

Information
 indicated

Input, output voltage/current/frequency, charger voltage, inverter 
ON/OFF, history of warning/stop system and history of breakdown 

Capacity(VA)
Input specification

Input/Output/Battery/Bypass/Maintenance 
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TRS Type
Enhancing the functionality of TRS TYPE

TRS series is a synchronized switching type uninterruptible power supply system. The inverter 

which employs IGBT, the cutting-edge element, has the range of control of the frequency over 

20KHz and functions to make an uninterrupted switching in a synchronized way when fault or 

overload or irregularity of load happens (can withstand load short circuit). 

It is a cutting-edge circuit that has the function of shutting down the system when the short circuit of 

load and the like is not avoided.

This type of control has dramatically improved the problems the other types of UPS usually have 

which include synchronized switching, noise, momentary power failure, low efficiency and unstable 

voltage.

This UPS has several types of product; TRS 100, TRS 502, TRS 701, TRS 800

The product is composed of converter, battery charger, inverter, filter, base driver, static switch and 

main control PCB. Its PWM control range is over 20 KHz and produces almost no noise and has a 

high efficiency thanks to the SMPS design of the charging section and has the feature of static 

function in the high frequency PWM control.

It has the features of constant voltage, sine wave and flat frequency and fault is indicated on LED 

and the cooling fan operates depending on the level of the temperature.

The front panel can be manufactured in digital type, LCD (micro processor) type or FND type 

according to the user’s requirement. It is relatively compact compared to the other products of same 

capacity, almost noiseless and easy to install in a narrow space.

Summary

Features

TRS single phase uninterruptible power supply system
The noiseless, cutting-edge UPS that enables the synchronized switching 
by utilizing the IGBT elements for the first time in Korea

TRS-502Ⓡ TYPE TRS-800Ⓡ TYPE TRS-701Ⓡ TYPE
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TRS-502
2 / 3 / 5 / 7.5 / 10 / 15 / 20KVA

0.8 

TRS-502 Type

Features

Summary
 of giving various directions and on-line operation 

which important operation status can be displayed

n circuit to prevent the overcharging or over discharging of the battery

 protection and various protection devices are built in

upted switching and power supply in case of abnormal occurrence in UPS

TRS-502 TYPE is a compact hi-tech product that enables you to give various directions, for whose design IGBT is 
employed.  The operation can be directed as shown in the features with one Push S/W on the digital meter and the 
important part can be displayed on LED. In addition, the overcharging and over-discharging of the back-up battery is 
prevented by adopting the constant voltage and current discharging method. It has a compact design of low noise and 
the characteristics of constant voltage, sine wave and flat frequency by adopting on-line operation system and 
functions to perform an uninterrupted switching if an abnormality is detected. The stability of power supply is strength-
ened by the employment of a shield-type transformer.

Thanks to its smart design, it can be installed in a narrow space without difficulty. This 
product is produced in our standard specification of input voltage of 110V or 220V, output 
voltage of 110V or 220V and back-up time of 30 minutes in case of power failure. Back-up 
time can be extended to 2 hours if required by the purchase order, but the battery box and 
battery of a larger capacity should be used. The standard specification we can cover is 
single phase, 1 KVA~20KVA.

items

Number of phase

Range of voltage allowed

Range of frequency allowed

Rated voltage of battery

Voltage of rectifier

Details of input

Output/electrical properties
Number of phase

Voltage and its stability

Frequency and its stability

Output wave form

Control system

Control element

Load power-factor

Total efficiency

Noise

Overload tolerance

Single phase or 3 phase

220V ± 10% (order for other voltages is also acceptable)

60Hz or 50Hz ± 10%

192 V

DC 210V (standard)

Single phase, 2 lines

220V ±2% (order for other voltages is also acceptable)

60Hz or 50Hz ±0.5% (independent)/±0.3% (synchronized)

Sine wave

High frequency switching control (PWM control)

Adoption of IGBT

Over 82%

Less than 50dB

125% (withstand for 10 min.), 150% (withstand for 1 min.)

Functional specification

Operating and monitoring 

function (FND Display)

Input voltage, current/battery voltage/output voltage, current, frequency, uninterrupted lighting, uninterrupted , 

exceeding the rated load, temperature rise, battery voltage-high/low, display of failures like battery 

discharging/display of input power, uninterrupted output, output power etc/input circuit breaker, output circuit 

breaker, battery circuit breaker, maintenance, back-up:10~30 minutes

Outer Box
3/5KVA(TRS-502)

7.5/10KVA(TRS-502)

15/20KVA(TRS-502)

320 x 630 x 775 (which can accomodate battery)

400 x  800 x 900 (separate box for battery)

550 x 720 x 1260 (separate box for battery)

**Manufacture and supply of long-time back-up against power failure, 3 phase input and capacity over 20KVA is subject to mutual discussion on the specification

** Above dimension is subject to minor change in the course of design for quality improvement,
TRS-502Ⓡ TYPE

 Specification and Features
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TRS101

0.5
~

3K
(W/D/H)

RS232C
220

/
220

TRS103

1~
3K

(W/D/H)

TRS105

1
~

7.5K
(W/D/H)

220
/

220

TRS-100 Type
TRS 100 type is 
a low-priced, high performance product.

Developed Network UPS, LAN series for PC-MAN for the first time in Korea

Developed Network UPS, LAN series for PC-MAN for the first time in Korea
By connecting to a computer through RS-232C LAN system, you can set up a cutting-edge circuit that 
has an alarm device as well as the self-diagnosis function such as the first-stage voltage stepping-up 
AVR function when power is gone or the input voltage is low while you are backing up or saving the 
data. It is the most excellent product in terms of reliability and stability among the many models locally 
produced or imported. If you not need LAN configuration, you can choose the product which is limited 
to UPS functions.

Features

Equipment using a computer

Factory Automation

National Administration 

Office Automation

Prevention of data loss

Medical equipment

Low-priced

Synchronized switching

Compact and light

Noiseless

Digital display of voltage

Sine wave, flat frequency and constant voltage

Operation Diagram 

RECTIFYING INVERTER STABILIZING

ING

Normal conditionWhen power fails Emergency case

Configuration of software
Windows 95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP/Server 2003, Novell Netware and Linux

Protection Function
Uninterrupted Power Switching (within 1msec~2msec)

First-stage AVR device operable by the battery only 

RS232/C function built in the computer interface

Automatic shutdown and return in case of overload

Power failure alarm and lamp display

Built-in type alarm circuit against over-discharging

Data saving function

Functioning to keep constant voltage, frequency and current at the time of power failure

Power management software

Automatic charging function is built in

Self-diagnosis function

Applications

TRS-101Ⓡ TYPE

TRS-103Ⓡ TYPE

TRS-105Ⓡ TYPETRS-19  RACK TYPE

Capacity Appearance Power 
failure waveform Outside Display Voltage remarks

10 
minutes

Built 
in type

10 
minutes

Built 
in type

Square 
wave

LED 
display

10~30 
min,
Built 

in type

Sine 
wave

Sine 
wave

DRY
interface

Digital 
voltage, 
current

frequency

220/220
Or

110/110

Digital 
voltage
 or LED 
display

Please 
contact 
us for  
over 

7.5KVA

*19”-RACK TYPE is also available

RS232C

(0.5k)370X345X45
(1k)130X382X201
(2k)170X448X214
(3k)298X685X360

(1k)185X500X550
(2k)300X510X600
(3k)300X510X600

(1k)140X436X210
(2k)170X450X226
(3k)170X450X226
(4k)260X555X700
(7.5k)340X640X980

Specifications 
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TRS-502
2 / 3 / 5 / 7.5 / 10 / 15 / 20KVA
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TRS-502 Type

Features

Summary
Function of giving various directions and on-line operation 

LED on which important operation status can be displayed

Protection circuit to prevent the overcharging or over discharging of the battery

Overload protection and various protection devices are built in

Uninterrupted switching and power supply in case of abnormal occurrence in UPS

TRS-502 TYPE is a compact hi-tech product that enables you to give various directions, for whose design IGBT is 
employed.  The operation can be directed as shown in the features with one Push S/W on the digital meter and the 
important part can be displayed on LED. In addition, the overcharging and over-discharging of the back-up battery is 
prevented by adopting the constant voltage and current discharging method. It has a compact design of low noise and 
the characteristics of constant voltage, sine wave and flat frequency by adopting on-line operation system and 
functions to perform an uninterrupted switching if an abnormality is detected. The stability of power supply is strength-
ened by the employment of a shield-type transformer.

Thanks to its smart design, it can be installed in a narrow space without difficulty. This 
product is produced in our standard specification of input voltage of 110V or 220V, output 
voltage of 110V or 220V and back-up time of 30 minutes in case of power failure. Back-up 
time can be extended to 2 hours if required by the purchase order, but the battery box and 
battery of a larger capacity should be used. The standard specification we can cover is 
single phase, 1 KVA~20KVA.

Important items

Number of phase

Range of voltage allowed

Range of frequency allowed

Rated voltage of battery

Voltage of rectifier

Details of input

Output/electrical properties
Number of phase

Voltage and its stability

Frequency and its stability

Output wave form

Control system

Control element

Load power-factor

Total efficiency

Noise

Overload tolerance

Single phase or 3 phase

220V ± 10% (order for other voltages is also acceptable)

60Hz or 50Hz ± 10%

192 V

DC 210V (standard)

Single phase, 2 lines

220V ±2% (order for other voltages is also acceptable)

60Hz or 50Hz ±0.5% (independent)/±0.3% (synchronized)

Sine wave

High frequency switching control (PWM control)

Adoption of IGBT

Over 82%

Less than 50dB

125% (withstand for 10 min.), 150% (withstand for 1 min.)

Functional specification

Operating and monitoring 

function (FND Display)

Input voltage, current/battery voltage/output voltage, current, frequency, uninterrupted lighting, uninterrupted , 

exceeding the rated load, temperature rise, battery voltage-high/low, display of failures like battery 

discharging/display of input power, uninterrupted output, output power etc/input circuit breaker, output circuit 

breaker, battery circuit breaker, maintenance, back-up:10~30 minutes

Outer Box
3/5KVA(TRS-502)

7.5/10KVA(TRS-502)

15/20KVA(TRS-502)

320 x 630 x 775 (which can accomodate battery)

400 x  800 x 900 (separate box for battery)

550 x 720 x 1260 (separate box for battery)

**Manufacture and supply of long-time back-up against power failure, 3 phase input and capacity over 20KVA is subject to mutual discussion on the specification

** Above dimension is subject to minor change in the course of design for quality improvement,
TRS-502Ⓡ TYPE

Standard Specification and Features
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TRS101

0.5
~

3K
(W/D/H)

RS232C
220

/
220

TRS103

1~
3K

(W/D/H)

TRS105

1
~

7.5K
(W/D/H)

220
/

220

TRS-100 Type
TRS 100 type is 
a low-priced, high performance product.

Developed Network UPS, LAN series for PC-MAN for the first time in Korea

Developed Network UPS, LAN series for PC-MAN for the first time in Korea
By connecting to a computer through RS-232C LAN system, you can set up a cutting-edge circuit that 
has an alarm device as well as the self-diagnosis function such as the first-stage voltage stepping-up 
AVR function when power is gone or the input voltage is low while you are backing up or saving the 
data. It is the most excellent product in terms of reliability and stability among the many models locally 
produced or imported. If you not need LAN configuration, you can choose the product which is limited 
to UPS functions.

Features

Equipment using a computer

Factory Automation

National Administration 

Office Automation

Prevention of data loss

Medical equipment

Low-priced

Synchronized switching

Compact and light

Noiseless

Digital display of voltage

Sine wave, flat frequency and constant voltage

Operation Diagram 

RECTIFYING INVERTER STABILIZING

ING

Normal conditionWhen power fails Emergency case

Configuration of software
Windows 95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP/Server 2003, Novell Netware and Linux

Protection Function
Uninterrupted Power Switching (within 1msec~2msec)

First-stage AVR device operable by the battery only 

RS232/C function built in the computer interface

Automatic shutdown and return in case of overload

Power failure alarm and lamp display

Built-in type alarm circuit against over-discharging

Data saving function

Functioning to keep constant voltage, frequency and current at the time of power failure

Power management software

Automatic charging function is built in

Self-diagnosis function

Applications

TRS-101Ⓡ TYPE

TRS-103Ⓡ TYPE

TRS-105Ⓡ TYPETRS-19  RACK TYPE

Capacity Appearance Power 
failure waveform Outside Display Voltage

10 
minutes

Built 
in type

10 
minutes

Built 
in type

Square 
wave

LED 
display

10~30 
min,
Built 

in type

Sine 
wave

Sine 
wave

DRY
interface

Digital 
voltage, 
current

frequency

220/220
Or

110/110

Digital 
voltage
 or LED 
display

Please 
contact 
us for  
over 

7.5KVA

*19”-RACK TYPE is also available

RS232C

(0.5k)370X345X45
(1k)130X382X201
(2k)170X448X214
(3k)298X685X360

(1k)185X500X550
(2k)300X510X600
(3k)300X510X600

(1k)140X436X210
(2k)170X450X226
(3k)170X450X226
(4k)260X555X700
(7.5k)340X640X980

Specifications 
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Capacity(KVA)
Dimension Weight

(Kg)Width Depth Hight
2~5 340 615 700 110
2~5(ES18Ah*16EA ) 420 700 780 200

7.5~10 450 800 950 190
15~20 550 900 1150 350
30~40 720 810 1425 500

50 800 900 1560 600

TRS-802 V Type

Features

Summary Standard size

Informing the operator of the operation condition 
with a voice alarm (VAS-UPS)

It is a product with the input power of 1� /the output power of 1� and equipped with micro 

computer and a small size LCD. It is a single phase UPS which you can operate with the key 

board due to its small-sized LCD and check the operational directions with voice alarm. Among 

the functions of the TRS front panel, the cutting edge functions of checking the normal 

operation of UPS and giving directions for each part from LCD when there are faults in its 

operation is include. You can promptly recognize the operation condition of UPS with the Voice 

Alarm System (VAS) mounted on it.

Voice Alarm
Voice Alarm is a device to inform the operator of the alarm or condition of the UPS system in 

the form of voice. It employs a micro processor and offers reliability, high quality sound, a 

variety of options for the customer satisfaction. 

As the conventional products use VFD, LED or LCD, the operator must be present at the site 

in order to visually check the alarm of UPS system, which is quite inconvenient. This 

disadvantage was eliminated by Voice Alarm. Based on its basic specification, it offers 4 

different alarm messages but the number of messages can be added or various voice 

messages can be provided in accordance with the customer’s requirement.

hase UPS with an exclusive LCD

type

g the voice information with communication (VAS)

e when power fails/power returns/inverter fails/battery is in low voltage/

 operation/normal operation of UPS – you can download from our homepage) 

upted synchronized switching 

ontrol

/C communication and remote control

ment of SMS UPS (paging function)

of constant voltage, flat frequency and sine wave

Description of operation

(separate box for battery)

**Manufacture and supply of long-time back-up against power failure, 3 phase input 
and capacity over 50KVA is subject to mutual discussion on the specification

TRS-802Ⓡ V TYPE

LOGIC PANEL 

(KVA)
3/5/7.5/10 15/20 25/30 40/50

192V DC 192V DC 240V DC 240V DC
DC210V DC210V DC260V DC260V

0.8 

3K~10KVA 3K~10KVA 15K
~ 20KVA 25K~KVA 3K~10KVA

(3/1 )
15K~20KVA

(3/1 )
30KVA
(3/1 )

40KVA
(3/1 )

50KVA
(3/1 )
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TRS-701 Type

As ALL IGBT TYPE is adopted, all the functions are controlled by micro processor and its 
operation status or abnormality is displayed on LCD and LED. By using RS232C function, 
it displays on the computer the operational status of each part per time zone up to 100 
functional items whether it is in normal operation or there are faults in its operation. Its 
software is provided separately. Tele-monitoring is also made possible by means of 
SNMP communication function.

Features

Summary

It is a single-phase UPS equipped with ALL IGBT control system of high efficiency/high power-factor 
which ensures the quiet operation as well as LCD which enables you to give various directions.

The control board of TRS-701 Type is simplified by integrating it into one-chip. It has 
various cutting-edge functions such as LCD/LED direction system thank to the micro 
processor built in them, with which you can conveniently give operational directions and 
check UPS for normal operation or for the case of  abnormal operation.

Compact and light (compared to the equipment of the same type)

System self-diagnosis function

Description of its operation

Standard Specification and Features

Number of phase

Range of voltage allowed

Range of frequency allowed

Rated voltage of battery

Voltage of rectifier

Single phase or 3 phase

220V ± 10% (order for other voltages is also acceptable)

60Hz or 50Hz ± 10%
Details 

of 
input

Output
/

electrical 
properties

Functional
specification

Outer 
Box

Single phase, 2 lines

220V ±2% (order for other voltages is also acceptable)

60Hz or 50Hz ±0.5% (independent)/±0.3% (synchronized)

Sine wave

High frequency switching control (PWM control)

Adoption of IGBT

Over 90%

Less than 60dB Less than 65dB

125% (withstand for 5 min.), 150% (withstand for 1 min.)

Number of phase

Voltage and its stability

Frequency and its stability

Output wave form

Control system

Control element

Load power-factor

Total efficiency

Noise

Overload tolerance

Important items
Capacity

Circuit breaker

Operating and 
monitoring function

Communication function for 

the management of UPS system

input circuit breaker, output circuit breaker, battery circuit breaker, maintenance(which can accomodate switch)

Input, output voltage/current/frequency, charger voltage, inverter ON, history of warning/stop system 

and history of breakdown /Displaying 17 different messages of abnormality 

**Manufacture and supply of long-time back-up against power failure, 3 phase input and capacity over 50KVA is subject to mutual discussion on the specification

** Above dimension is subject to minor change in the course of design for quality improvement,

(separate box 
for battery)standard(which can 

accomodate battery)

300X750X1050
(ES18AhX16EA) 300X700X730 350X750X800 450X900X900 450X900X1150350X750X900 400X800X1050 800X900X1150 900X800X1400

TRS-701Ⓡ TYPE
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Capacity(KVA)
Dimension Weight

(Kg)Width Depth Hight
2~5 340 615 700 110
2~5(ES18Ah*16EA ) 420 700 780 200

7.5~10 450 800 950 190
15~20 550 900 1150 350
30~40 720 810 1425 500

50 800 900 1560 600

TRS-802 V Type

Features

Summary Standard size

Informing the operator of the operation condition 
with a voice alarm (VAS-UPS)

It is a product with the input power of 1� /the output power of 1� and equipped with micro 

computer and a small size LCD. It is a single phase UPS which you can operate with the key 

board due to its small-sized LCD and check the operational directions with voice alarm. Among 

the functions of the TRS front panel, the cutting edge functions of checking the normal 

operation of UPS and giving directions for each part from LCD when there are faults in its 

operation is include. You can promptly recognize the operation condition of UPS with the Voice 

Alarm System (VAS) mounted on it.

Voice Alarm
Voice Alarm is a device to inform the operator of the alarm or condition of the UPS system in 

the form of voice. It employs a micro processor and offers reliability, high quality sound, a 

variety of options for the customer satisfaction. 

As the conventional products use VFD, LED or LCD, the operator must be present at the site 

in order to visually check the alarm of UPS system, which is quite inconvenient. This 

disadvantage was eliminated by Voice Alarm. Based on its basic specification, it offers 4 

different alarm messages but the number of messages can be added or various voice 

messages can be provided in accordance with the customer’s requirement.

Single phase UPS with an exclusive LCD

On-line type

Detecting the voice information with communication (VAS)

(At a time when power fails/power returns/inverter fails/battery is in low voltage/

By pass operation/normal operation of UPS – you can download from our homepage) 

Uninterrupted synchronized switching 

Digital control

RS-232/C communication and remote control

Management of SMS UPS (paging function)

Output of constant voltage, flat frequency and sine wave

Description of operation

(separate box for battery)

**Manufacture and supply of long-time back-up against power failure, 3 phase input 
and capacity over 50KVA is subject to mutual discussion on the specification

TRS-802Ⓡ V TYPE

LOGIC PANEL 

(KVA)
3/5/7.5/10 15/20 25/30 40/50

192V DC 192V DC 240V DC 240V DC
DC210V DC210V DC260V DC260V

0.8 

3K~10KVA 3K~10KVA 15K
~ 20KVA 25K~KVA 3K~10KVA

(3/1 )
15K~20KVA

(3/1 )
30KVA
(3/1 )

40KVA
(3/1 )

50KVA
(3/1 )
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TRS-701 Type

As ALL IGBT TYPE is adopted, all the functions are controlled by micro processor and its 
operation status or abnormality is displayed on LCD and LED. By using RS232C function, 
it displays on the computer the operational status of each part per time zone up to 100 
functional items whether it is in normal operation or there are faults in its operation. Its 
software is provided separately. Tele-monitoring is also made possible by means of 
SNMP communication function.

Features

Summary

It is a single-phase UPS equipped with ALL IGBT control system of high efficiency/high power-factor 
which ensures the quiet operation as well as LCD which enables you to give various directions.

The control board of TRS-701 Type is simplified by integrating it into one-chip. It has 
various cutting-edge functions such as LCD/LED direction system thank to the micro 
processor built in them, with which you can conveniently give operational directions and 
check UPS for normal operation or for the case of  abnormal operation.

Compact and light (compared to the equipment of the same type)

System self-diagnosis function

Description of its operation

Standard Specification and Features

Number of phase

Range of voltage allowed

Range of frequency allowed

Rated voltage of battery

Voltage of rectifier

Single phase or 3 phase

220V ± 10% (order for other voltages is also acceptable)

60Hz or 50Hz ± 10%
Details 

of 
input

Output
/

electrical 
properties

Functional
specification

Outer 
Box

Single phase, 2 lines

220V ±2% (order for other voltages is also acceptable)

60Hz or 50Hz ±0.5% (independent)/±0.3% (synchronized)

Sine wave

High frequency switching control (PWM control)

Adoption of IGBT

Over 90%

Less than 60dB Less than 65dB

125% (withstand for 5 min.), 150% (withstand for 1 min.)

Number of phase

Voltage and its stability

Frequency and its stability

Output wave form

Control system

Control element

Load power-factor

Total efficiency

Noise

Overload tolerance

Important items
Capacity

Circuit breaker

Operating and 
monitoring function

Communication function for 

the management of UPS system

input circuit breaker, output circuit breaker, battery circuit breaker, maintenance(which can accomodate switch)

Input, output voltage/current/frequency, charger voltage, inverter ON, history of warning/stop system 

and history of breakdown /Displaying 17 different messages of abnormality 

**Manufacture and supply of long-time back-up against power failure, 3 phase input and capacity over 50KVA is subject to mutual discussion on the specification

** Above dimension is subject to minor change in the course of design for quality improvement,

(separate box 
for battery)standard(which can 

accomodate battery)

300X750X1050
(ES18AhX16EA) 300X700X730 350X750X800 450X900X900 450X900X1150350X750X900 400X800X1050 800X900X1150 900X800X1400

TRS-701Ⓡ TYPE
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